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• Headline 3Q2008 Net Income of AED850 million Jumps 68% Y-o-Y: 3Q2008 net profit of AED850
million rose 68% Y-o-Y, and 5% Q-o-Q, comfortably brushing aside our concerns of a 41% decrease.
Revenues held up remarkably well, slipping just 1% Q-o-Q. Meanwhile costs rose, but at a steady 8% Q-
o-Q, only just above our expectations, and provisioning saw a remarkable decrease, declining 56%, albeit
from an elevated 2Q2008 comparative. 

• Strong Growth Q-o-Q in Loans & Deposits, Jump in Spreads: Loan growth showed no signs of slowing
this quarter, rising 89% Y-o-Y and a remarkable 16% Q-o-Q to comfortably exceed both our year end
forecast. This was only partially matched on the liability side as customer deposits grew a still impressive
9% Q-o-Q. The AED4.7 billion customer funding shortfall was covered mostly with a nicely timed (July)
AED3.6 billion convertible issuance, sold predominantly to local strategic investors. In addition, FGB
reduced its cash with the central bank significantly. While this should and did improve asset yields
significantly, the surprise was that liability yields only inched up, allowing spreads to expand by 21 basis
points, against an already very strong comparative. The result was that net interest income rose 21% Q-
o-Q, against our expectations of an 8% decline.

• Non-Interest Income Declines 27% Q-o-Q: Non-interest income declined, but not nearly as much as
the 54% expected. This was largely due to an acceleration in FX and derivative income which ensured
trading profits stayed in positive territory against our expectations of a sharp drift into negative territory.
However, fees & commissions was also surprisingly strong, slipping just 8% Q-o-Q, with both commissions
and credit card fees exceeding forecasts. Only lumpy property income was weak, although this is not
particularly surprising, and was in any case made up for with stronger other operating income.

• Costs Advance Steadily: Cost growth continued to grow steadily, rising 81% Y-o-Y, but a more
reasonable 8% Q-o-Q, only 3% ahead of our forecast. Although this pushed the 3Q2008 CIR from 21.4%
to 23.4%, that is a very creditable performance considering the decline in investment income. For
provisioning, we had expected some normalisation after elevated levels throughout 1H2008, but the
decrease was much sharper than expected, perhaps because the (unreported) NPL number indicated that
further increases in the coverage ratio were unnecessary.

• As Strong As Ever: With strong loan growth continuing and deposit growth significantly above the
market average it is clear that FGB can continue to differentiate in this market. The strong interest spreads
and resilient non-interest income are also a positive. The negatives include the fact that the liquidity
position declined this quarter in spite of a AED3.6 billion funding injection, while the large, if low risk,
derivatives position does not add comfort, but otherwise these results are impressive. We will be adjusting
2009 forecasts slightly for more constrained growth. In addition an increase in the cost of capital to reflect
greater risk aversity will lower the LTFV. However, with our current estimated LTFV of AED34.1 offering
178% upside to the share price of AED12.25, we do not see a reason to lower our recommendation of ST
Accumulate LT Buy.

flash note

ST Rec. : Accumulate
LT Rec. : Buy

Current Price*: AED 12.25
LT Fair Value  : AED 34.10

Raj Madha, CFA
+971 4 363 4009
rmadha@efg-hermes.com
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Table 1: 3Q2008 Results in Summary

Source: FGB, EFG-Hermes estimates
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I, Raj Madha, hereby certify that the views expressed in this document accurately reflect my personal views about the securities and companies that are the subject
of this report. I also certify that neither me nor my spouse or dependants (if relevant) hold a beneficial interest in the securities that are traded in the UAE Stock
Exchanges.

EFG-Hermes Holding hereby certifies that neither it nor any of its subsidiaries owns any of the securities that are the subject of this report. Funds managed by
EFG-Hermes Holding and its subsidiaries for third parties may own the securities that are the subject of this report. EFG-Hermes may own shares in one or more
of the aforementioned funds or in funds managed by third parties. The authors of this report may own shares in funds open to the public that invest in the securities
mentioned in this report as part of a diversified portfolio over which they have no discretion.

The Investment Banking division of EFG-Hermes may be in the process of soliciting or executing fee earning mandates for companies that are either the subject of
this report or are mentioned in this report.

disclaimer
Our investment recommendations take into account both risk and expected return. We base our long-term fair value estimate on a fundamental analysis of the
company's future prospects, after having taken perceived risk into consideration. We have conducted extensive research to arrive at our investment
recommendations and fair value estimates for the company or companies mentioned in this report. Although the information in this report has been obtained from
sources that EFG-Hermes believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, and such information may be condensed or incomplete. Readers should
understand that financial projections, fair value estimates and statements regarding future prospects may not be realized. All opinions and estimates included in this
report constitute our judgment as of this date and are subject to change without notice. This research report is prepared for general circulation and is intended for
general information purposes only. It is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. It is not tailored to the specific
investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any specific person that may receive this report. We strongly advise potential investors to seek financial
guidance when determining whether an investment is appropriate to their needs. No part of this document may be reproduced without the written permission of
EFG-Hermes.
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